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Abstract. The Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) allows for formalizing constraints over RDF data graphs. A shape groups a set of
constraints that may be fulfilled by nodes in the RDF graph. We investigate the problem of containment between SHACL shapes. One shape is
contained in a second shape if every graph node meeting the constraints
of the first shape also meets the constraints of the second. To decide
shape containment, we map SHACL shape graphs into description logic
axioms such that shape containment can be answered by description logic
reasoning. We identify several, increasingly tight syntactic restrictions of
SHACL for which this approach becomes sound and complete.

1 Introduction
RDF has been designed as a flexible, semi-structured data format. To ensure
data quality and to allow for restricting its large flexibility in specific domains,
the W3C has standardized the Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL)5 . A set
of SHACL shapes are represented in a shape graph. A shape graph represents
constraints that only a subset of all possible RDF data graphs conform to. A
SHACL processor may validate whether a given RDF data graph conforms to a
given SHACL shape graph.
A shape graph and a data graph that act as a running example are presented in Fig. 1. The shape graph introduces a PaintingShape (line 1–4) which
constrains all instances of the class Painting . It requires the presence of at least
one exhibitedAt
property (line 3) as well as that each node reachable via the
creator
property from a Painting conforms to the PainterShape (line 4). The
PainterShape (lines 5–8) requires all incoming creator
properties to conform
propto PaintingShape (line 6) as well as the presence of exactly one birthdate
erty. Lastly, the shapes define a CubistShape (lines 9–11) which must have an
incoming creator
property from a node that has an outgoing style property
to the node cubism . The graph shown in Fig. 1 conforms to this set of shapes as
it satisfies the constraints imposed by the shape graph.
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:PaintingShape a sh:NodeShape;
sh:targetClass :Painting;
sh:property [ sh:path :exhibitedAt; sh:minCount 1; ];
sh:property [ sh:path :creator; sh:node :PainterShape; ].
:PainterShape a sh:NodeShape;
sh:property [ sh:inversePath :creator; sh:node :PaintingShape; ];
sh:property [ sh:path :birthdate; sh:minCount 1; sh:maxCount 1; ];
:CubistShape a sh:NodeShape
sh:property [ sh:path ( [sh:inversePath :creator] :style );
sh:minCount 1; sh:value :cubism; ].
(a) Example for a SHACL shape graph.
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(b) Example for a data graph that conforms to the shape graph.

Fig. 1: Example of a shape graph (a) and a data graph (b).
In this paper, we investigate the problem of containment between shapes:
Given a shape graph S including the two shapes s and s′ , intuitively s is contained in s′ if and only if every data graph node that conforms to s is also a
node that conforms to s′ . An example of a containment problem is the question
whether CubistShape is contained in PainterShape for all possible RDF graphs.
While containment is not directly used in the validation of RDF graphs with
SHACL, it offers means to tackle a broad range of other problems such as SHACL
constraint debugging, query optimization [6, 1, 2] or program verification [17].
As an example of query optimization, assume that CubistShape is contained
in PainterShape and that the graph being queried conforms to the shapes.
A query querying for ?X and ?Y such that ?X style cubism , ?X creator ?Y
and ?X exhibitedAt ?Z can be optimized. Since nodes that are results for ?Y
must conform to CubistShape and CubistShape is contained in PainterShape,
nodes that are results for ?X must conform to PaintingShape. Subsequently,
the pattern ?X exhibitedAt ?Z can be removed without consequence.
Given a set of shapes S, checking whether a shape s is contained in another
shape s′ involves checking whether there is no counterexample. That means,
searching for a graph that conforms to S, but in which a node exists that conforms to s′ but not to s. A similar problem is concept subsumption in description
logics (DL). For DL, efficient tableau-based approaches [5] are known that either disprove concept subsumption by constructing a counterexample or prove
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that no counterexample can exist. Despite the fundamental differences between
the Datalog-inspired semantics of SHACL [11] and the Tarski-style semantics
used by description logics, we leverage concept subsumption in description logic
by translating SHACL shapes into description logic knowledge bases such that
the shape containment problem can be answered by performing a subsumption
check.
Contributions We propose a translation of the containment problem for SHACL
shapes into a DL concept subsumption problem such that the formal semantics
of SHACL shapes as defined in [11] is preserved. Our contributions are as follows:
1. We define a syntactic translation of a set of SHACL shapes into a description
logic knowledge base and show that models of this knowledge base and the
idea of faithful assignments for RDF graphs in SHACL can also be mapped
into each other.
2. We show that by using the translation, the containment of SHACL shapes
can be decided using DL concept subsumption.
3. Based on the translation and the resulting description logic, we identify syntactic restrictions of SHACL for which the approach is sound and complete.
Organization The paper first recalls the basic syntax and semantics of SHACL
and description logics in Section 2. We describe how sets of SHACL shapes are
translated into a DL knowledge base in Section 3. Section 4 investigates how to
use standard DL entailment for deciding shape containment. Finally, we discuss
related work in Section 5 and summarize our results. An extended version of this
paper that includes full proofs and additional explanations will be available on
Arxiv.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Shape Constraint Language
The Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) is a W3C standard for validating
RDF graphs. For this, SHACL distinguishes between the shape graph that contains the schematic definitions (e. g., Fig. 1a) and the data graph that is being
validated (e. g., Fig. 1b). A shape graph consists of shapes that group constraints
and provide so called target nodes. Target nodes specify which nodes of the data
graph have to be valid with respect to the constraints in order for the graph to
be valid. In the following, we rely on the definitions presented by [11].
Data graphs We assume familiarity with RDF. We abstract away from concrete
RDF syntax though, representing an RDF Graph G as a labeled oriented graph
G = (VG , EG ) where VG is the set of nodes of G and EG is a set of triples of the
form (v1 , p, v2 ) meaning that there is an edge in G from v1 to v2 labeled with
the property p. We use V to denote the set of all possible graph nodes and E
to denote the set of all possible triples. A subset VC ⊆ V represents the set of
possible RDF classes. Furthermore, we use G to denote the set of all possible
RDF graphs.
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Constraints While shape graphs and constraints are typically given as RDF
graphs, we use a logical abstraction in the following. We use NS to refer to the
set of all possible shape names. A constraint ϕ from the set of all constraints Φ
is then constructed as follows:
ϕ ::= ⊤ | s | v | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ |⩾n ρ.ϕ

(1)

ρ ::= p | ˆρ | ρ1 /ρ2

(2)

where ⊤ represents a constraint that is always true, s ∈ NS references a shape
name, v ∈ V is a graph node, ¬ϕ represents a negated constraint and ⩾n ρ.ϕ
indicates that there must be at least n successors via the path expression ρ that
satisfy the constraint ϕ. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to path expressions ρ
comprising of either standard properties p, inverse of path ˆρ, and concatenations
of two paths ρ1 /ρ2 . We therefore leave out operators for transitive closure and
alternative paths. We use P to indicate the set of all possible path expressions.
A number of additional syntactic constructs can be derived from these basic
constructors, including ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 for ¬(¬ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2 ), ⩽n ρ.ϕ for ¬(⩾n+1 ρ.ϕ),=n ρ.ϕ
for (⩽n ρ.ϕ) ∧ (⩾n ρ.ϕ), and ∀ ρ.ϕ for ≤0 ρ.¬ϕ. As an example, the constraint of
CubistShape (see Fig. 1) can be expressed as ⩾1 (ˆcreator/style).cubism.
Evaluation of constraints is rather straightforward with the exception of reference cycles. To highlight this issue, consider a shape name Local with its constraint ∀ knows.Local. In order to fulfill the constraint, any graph node reachable
through knows
must conform to Local. Consider a graph with a single vertex
b1 whose knows
property points to itself . Intuitively, there are two possible
solutions. If b1 is assumed to conform to Local, then the constraint is satisfied
and it is correct to say that b1 conforms to Local. If b1 is assumed to not
conform to Local, then the constraint is violated and it is correct to say that
b1 does not conform to Local. We follow the proposal of [11] and ground evaluation of constraints using assignments. An assignment σ maps graph nodes v
to shape names s. Evaluation of constraints takes an assignment as a parameter and evaluates the constraints with respect to the given assignment. The
case above is therefore represented through two different assignments—one in
which Local ∈ σ( b1 ) and a different one where Local ̸∈ σ( b1 ). We require
assignments to be total, meaning that they map all graph nodes to the set of all
shapes that the node supposedly conforms to. This disallows certain combinations of reference cycles and negation in constraints, in essence requiring them
to be stratified. In contrast, [11] also defines partial assignments, lifting this restriction. Due to the lack of space, we refer to [11] for an in depth discussion on
the differences of total and partial assignments.
Definition 1 (Assignment). Let G = (VG , EG ) be an RDF graph and S a
set of shapes with its set of shape names Names(S). An assignment σ is a total
function σ : VG → 2Names(S) mapping graph nodes v ∈ VG to subsets of shape
names. If a shape name s ∈ σ(v), then v is assigned to the shape name s. For
all s ̸∈ σ(v), the node v is not assigned to the shape s.
Evaluating whether a node v in G satisfies a constraint ϕ, written JϕKv,G,σ , is
defined as shown in Fig. 2.
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J⊤Kv,G,σ = true

true if Jϕ1 Kv,G,σ = true ∧

v,G,σ
Jϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 K
=
Jϕ2 Kv,G,σ = true


false otherwise

G

true if |{v2 | (v1 , v2 ) ∈ JrK ∧
v,G,σ
v2 ,G,σ
J⩾n ρ.ϕK
=
JϕK
= true}| ≥ n


false otherwise

J¬ϕKv,G,σ

Jv ′ Kv,G,σ
JsKv,G,σ
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true if
=
JϕKv,G,σ = false


false otherwise
{
true if v = v ′
=
false otherwise
{
true if s ∈ σ(v)
=
false otherwise

JpKG = {(v1 , v2 ) | ∃ p : (v1 , p, v2 ) ∈ EG }
JˆρKG = {(v2 , v1 ) | (v1 , v2 ) ∈ JρKG }
Jρ1 /ρ2 KG = {(v1 , v2 ) | ∃ v : (v1 , v) ∈ Jρ1 KG ∧ (v, v2 ) ∈ Jρ2 KG }

Fig. 2: Evaluation rules for constraints and path expressions.

J⊥KG = ∅
J{v1 , . . . , vn }KG = {v1 , . . . , vn }

Jclass v2 KG = {v1 | (v1 , type, v2 ) ∈ EG }
JsubjectsOf pKG = {v1 | ∃v2 : (v1 , p, v2 ) ∈ EG }
JobjectsOf pKG = {v2 | ∃v1 : (v1 , p, v2 ) ∈ EG }

Fig. 3: Evaluation of target node queries.
Shapes and Validation A shape is modelled by a triple (s, ϕ, q). It consists of
a shape name s, a constraint ϕ and a query for target nodes q. Target nodes
denote those nodes which are expected to fulfill the constraint associated with
the shape. Queries for target nodes are built according to the following grammar:
q ::= ⊥ | {v1 , . . . , vn } | class v | subjectsOf p | objectsOf p

(3)

where ⊥ represents a query that targets no nodes, {v1 . . . vn } targets all explicitly listed nodes with v1 , . . . , vn ∈ V, class v targets all instances of the class
represented by v where v ∈ VC , subjectsOf p targets all subjects of the property p and objectsOf p targets all objects of p. We use Q to refer to the set
of all possible queries and JqKG to denote the set of nodes in the RDF graph G
targeted by the query q (c. f. Fig. 3).
A shape graph is then represented by a set of shapes S whereas S represents
the set of all possible sets of shapes. We assume for each (s, ϕ, q) ∈ S that, if a
shape name s′ appears in ϕ, then there also exists a (s′ , ϕ′ , q ′ ) ∈ S. Similar to
[11], we refer to the language represented by the definitions above as L. As an
example, Fig. 4 shows the shape graph defined in Fig. 1a as a set of shapes.
Validating an RDF graph means finding a faithful assignment. That is, finding
an assignment for which two conditions hold: First, if a node is a target node of
a shape, then the assignment must assign that shape to the node. Second, if an
assignment assigns a shape to a graph node, the constraint of the shape must
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S1 = {
(PaintingShape, ⩾1 exhibitedAt.⊤ ∧ ∀ creator.PainterShape, class Painting),
(PainterShape, =1 birthdate.⊤ ∧ ∀ ˆcreator.PaintingShape,
(CubistShape

, ⩾1 ˆcreator/style.cubism,

⊥),
⊥)

}

Fig. 4: Representation of the shape graph shown in Fig. 1a as a set of shapes.
evaluate to true. Third, when a constraint evaluates to true (false) on a node,
that node must (not) be assigned to the corresponding shape.
Definition 2 (Faithful assignment). An assignment σ for a graph G =
(VG , EG ) and a set of shapes S is faithful, iff for each (s, ϕ, q) ∈ S and for
each graph node v ∈ VG , it holds that:
– s ∈ σ(v) ⇔ JϕKv,G,σ .
– v ∈ JqKG ⇒ s ∈ σ(v).
A graph that is valid with respect to a set of shapes is said to conform to the
set of shapes.
Definition 3 (Conformance). An RDF graph G conforms to a set of shapes S
iff there is at least one faithful assignment σ for G and S. We write Faith(G, S)
to denote the set of all faithful assignments for G and S.
Museum

Painting

type

type

mncars

exibitedAt guernica

creator

picasso birthdate

“25.10.1881”

style
cubism
σ1 (

) = ∅ σ1 (

) = {PaintingShape} σ1 (

) = {PainterShape, CubistShape}

Fig. 5: Faithful assignment σ1 for S1 and the data graph shown in Fig. 1b.
For the data graph shown in Fig. 1b, there is a faithful assignment σ1 that
maps PaintingShape to guernica and both PainterShape and CubistShape to
picasso (see Fig. 5). The assignment is faithful because all instances of Painting are
assigned to PaintingShape and all nodes that are assigned to a shape satisfy
the constraints of the shape.
2.2 Description Logics
We focus on the highly-expressive DL ALCOIQ(◦) as well as decidable subsets of this logic. We follow routine syntax and interpretation-based semantics
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(c. f. [5, 14, 4]). Sig(K) = (NA , NP , NO ) is the signature of a knowledge base K
comprising of a set of atomic concept names NA that is a subset of the set of
all possible atomic concept names NA , a set of atomic property names NP (a
subset of NP ) and a set of object names NO (a subset of NO ). From these, more
complex role expressions, denoted by r, and concept expressions, denoted by C
and D, are built (see Fig. 6) whereby C denotes the set of all possible concept
expressions and R the set of all possible role expressions.
Constructor Name

Syntax

Semantics

atomic property name
inverse role
role composition

p
r−
r1 ◦ r2

pI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I
{(o2 , o1 ) | (o1 , o2 ) ∈ rI }
{(o1 , o2 ) | (o1 , o) ∈ r1 I ∧ (o, o2 ) ∈ r2 I }

atomic concept name
A
AI ⊆ ∆I
nominal concept
{o1 , . . . on }
{oI1 , . . . , oIn }
top
⊤
∆I
I
negation
¬C
∆ \ CI
conjunction
C ⊓D
C I ∩ DI
qualified number restriction
≥n r.C
{o1 | |{o1 | (o1 , o2 ) ∈ rI ∧ o2 ∈ C I }| ≥ n}

Fig. 6: Syntax and semantics of roles r (above the line) and concept expressions
C, D (below the line).
Axioms are either concept inclusions, concept assertions or role assertions (see
Fig. 7). We furthermore use C ≡ D as a shorthand for the two axioms C ⊑ D
and D ⊑ C. In a given interpretation I = (∆, ·I ) comprised of a universe ∆ and
an interpretation function ·I , an axiom ψ is either true or false. An interpretation
in which all axioms of K are true is a model of K. We use Mod(K) to denote
the set of all models of K. An axiom ψ is entailed by K written K |= ψ if it is
true in all models of K. Lastly, we use K for the set of all possible knowledge
bases.
Name
concept inclusion
concept assertion
role assertion

Syntax

Semantics

C⊑D
o:C
(o1 , o2 ) : r

C I ⊆ DI
oI ∈ C I
I
(o1 , oI2 ) ∈ rI

Fig. 7: Syntax and semantics of axioms.

3 From SHACL Shape Containment to Description Logic
Concept Subsumption
Given two shapes s and s′ that are elements of the same set of shapes S, we say
that s is contained in s′ if any node that conforms to s will also conform to s′
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for any given RDF data graph G as well as any given faithful assignment for S
and G.
Definition 4 (Shape Containment). Let S be a set of shapes with s, s′ ∈
Names(S). The shape s is contained in shape s′ if:
∀ G ∈ G : ∀ σ ∈ Faith(G, S) : ∀v ∈ VG : s ∈ σ(v) ⇒ s′ ∈ σ(v) with s, s′ ∈ Names(S)
We use s <:S s′ to indicate that shape s is contained in s′ with respect to S.
Both SHACL and description logics use syntactic formulas inspired by firstorder logic. However, their semantics are fundamentally different. For SHACL,
we follow the Datalog-inspired semantics introduced by [11]. Description logics
on the other hand adopt Tarskian-style semantics. To decide shape containment,
we map sets of shapes syntactically into description logic knowledge bases such
that the difference in semantics can be overcome.
The function τshapes maps a set of shapes S to a description logic knowledge base K ‹S› using four auxiliary functions (see Fig. 8): First, τname maps
shape names, RDF classes as well as properties and graph nodes onto atomic
concept names, atomic property names and object names. Second, τrole maps
SHACL path expressions to DL role expressions. Third, τconstr maps constraints
to concept expressions. Fourth, τtarget maps queries for target nodes to concept
expressions. The function τshapes maps a set of shapes S to a set of axioms such
that s <:S s′ is true if K ‹S› |= τname (s) ⊑ τname (s′ ).
τshapes

Axioms

Shape
Target Node
Query
Constraint
Path
Expression

RDF property
Shape
Name

τtarget

built using
maps to

Concept
Expression

τconstr
τrole

Graph
Node

τname

τname

RDF class

Object
Name

Role
Expression

Atomic Property
Name
τname

Atomic Concept
Name

τname

Fig. 8: Syntactic translation of SHACL to description logics.
To prove this property, we show that every finite model of K ‹S› can be used
to construct an RDF graph G and an assignment that is faithful with respect
to G and S. Likewise, a model of K ‹S› can be constructed from an assignment
that is faithful with respect to S and any given RDF graph G.
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3.1 Syntactic Mapping
We map the set of shapes S into a knowledge base K ‹S› by constraints and
target node queries of each shape using the functions τrole , τconstr , τtarget , and
τshapes . All those functions rely on τname which maps atomic elements used in
SHACL to atomic elements of a DL knowledge base:
Definition 5 (Mapping atomic elements). The function τname : NS ∪ VC ∪
V ∪ E → NA ∪ NP ∪ NO is an injective function mapping shape names and RDF
classes onto atomic concept names, graph nodes onto object names as well as
properties onto atomic property names.
Definition 6 (Mapping path expressions to DL roles). The path mapping
function τrole : P → R, is defined as follows:
τrole (p)
= τname (p)
τrole (ˆρ)
= τrole (ρ)−
τrole (ρ1 /ρ2 ) = τrole (ρ1 ) ◦ τrole (ρ2 )
Definition 7 (Mapping constraints to DL concept expressions). The
constraint mapping τconstr : Φ → C is defined as follows:
τconstr (⊤)
=⊤
τconstr (s)
= τname (s)
τconstr (v)
= {τname (v)}
τconstr (ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 ) = τconstr (ϕ1 ) ⊓ τconstr (ϕ2 )
τconstr (¬ϕ)
= ¬τconstr (ϕ)
τconstr (⩾n ρ.ϕ) = ≥n τrole (ρ).τconstr (ϕ)
Definition 8 (Mapping target node queries to DL concept expressions). The target node mapping τtarget : Q → C is defined as follows:
τtarget (⊥)
=⊥
τtarget ({v1 , . . . , vn }) = {τname (v1 ), . . . , τname (vn )}
τtarget (class v)
= τname (v)
τtarget (subjectsOf p) = ∃ τname (p).⊤
τtarget (objectsOf p) = ∃ τname (p)− .⊤
The mapping τtarget (q) of a target query q is defined such that querying for the
instances of q returns exactly the same nodes from the data graph. Likewise,
the mapping τconstr (ϕ) is defined such that it contains those nodes for which
ϕ evaluates to true and τrole that the interpretation of the role expression contains those nodes that are also in the evaluation of the path expression. τshapes
generalizes the construction to sets of shapes:
Definition 9 (Mapping sets of shapes to DL axioms). The shape mapping
function τshapes : S → K is defined as follows:
∪
τshapes (S) =
{τtarget (q) ⊑ τname (s), τconstr (ϕ) ≡ τname (s)}
(s,ϕ,q)∈S

To illustrate the function τshapes , the translation of the set of shapes τshapes (S1 ) =
K ‹S1 › is shown in Fig. 9.
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K ‹S1 › = { Painting ⊑ PaintingShape,
≥1 exhibitedAt.⊤ ⊓ ∀ creator.PainterShape ≡ PaintingShape,
⊥ ⊑ PainterShape,
≥1 birthdate.⊤ ⊓ ∀ creator− .PaintingShape ≡ PainterShape,
⊥ ⊑ Cubist,
≥1 creator− ◦ style.{cubism} ≡ CubistShape

}

Fig. 9: Translation τshapes (S1 ) = K ‹S1 › of the set of shapes S1 .
3.2 Construction of Faithful Assignments and Models
Given our translation, we now show that the notion of faithful assignments of
SHACL and finite models in description logics coincide.
Definition 10 (Finite model). Let K be a knowledge base and I ∈ Mod(K)
a model of K. The model I is finite, if its universe ∆I is finite [8]. We use
Modﬁn (K) to refer to the set of all finite models of K.
Given an RDF data graph G, a set of shapes S and an assignment σ that is
faithful with respect to S and G, we construct an interpretation I ‹G,σ› that is a
finite model for the knowledge base K ‹S› .
Definition 11 (Construction of the finite model I ‹G,σ› ). Let S be a set
of shapes, G = (VG , EG ) an RDF data graph and σ an assignment that is
faithful with respect to S and G. Furthermore, let τnode be the inverse of the
function τname . The finite model I ‹G,σ› for the knowledge base τshapes (S) = K ‹S›
is constructed as follows:
1. All objects are interpreted as themselves: ∀ o ∈ NO : oI = o.
2. A pair of objects is contained in the interpretation of a relation if the two
objects are connected in the RDF data graph:
‹G,σ›
‹G,σ›
‹G,σ›
∀ p ∈ NP : ∀ o1 , o2 ∈ NO : (oI1
, oI2
) ∈ pI
if (τnode (o1 ), p, τnode (o2 )) ∈
(EG \ {(v1 , type, v2 ) ∈ EG }).
3. Objects are in the interpretation of a concept if this concept is a class used
in the RDF data graph and the object is an instance of this class according
to the graph:
‹G,σ›
‹G,σ›
if (τnode (o), type, τnode (Av )) ∈ EG .
∀Av ∈ NA : ∀o ∈ NO : oI
∈ AIv
4. Objects are in the interpretation of a concept if the concept is a shape name
and the assignment σ assigns the shape to the object:
‹G,σ›
‹G,σ›
∀As ∈ NA : ∀o ∈ NO : oI
∈ AIs
if τnode (As ) ∈ σ(τnode (o)).
The interpretation I ‹G,σ› is a model of the knowledge base K ‹S› . Before we
show this, it is important to notice that the interpretation of role expressions
constructed through τrole contains the same nodes in the interpretation I ‹G,σ›
as the evaluation of the path expression.
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Lemma 1. Let S be a set of shapes, G an RDF data graph and σ an assignment
that is faithful with respect to S and G. Furthermore, let I ‹G,σ› be an interpre‹G,σ›
tation for K ‹S› . It holds that ∀(o1 , o2 ) ∈ τrole (ρ)I
⇒ (τnode (o1 ), τnode (o2 )) ∈
JρKG for any path expression ρ.
Proof. The interpretation I ‹G,σ› contains all properties of the RDF graph. The
result is then immediate from the evaluation rules of path expressions (c. f. Fig. 2)
and semantics of role expressions (c. f. Fig. 6).
Theorem 1. Let S be a set of shapes, G an RDF data graph and σ an assignment
that is faithful with respect to S and G. Furthermore, let K ‹S› be a knowledge
base that is constructed through τshapes (S). The interpretation I ‹G,σ› is a finite
model of K ‹S› (I ‹G,σ› |= K ‹S› ).
Proof (Sketch). I ‹G,σ› is finite because the RDF graph G has only a finite number of graph nodes. Furthermore, I ‹G,σ› satisfying the axioms created by τshapes
can be shown via induction over the mapping rules for τconstr and τtarget .
Furthermore, we show that any finite model I of a knowledge base K ‹S› built
from a set of shapes S can be transformed into an RDF graph G‹I› and an
assignment σ ‹I› such that σ ‹I› is faithful with respect to S and G‹I› . We construct
G‹I› and σ ‹I› in the following manner:
Definition 12 (Construction of G‹I› and σ ‹I› ). Let S be a set of shapes
and K ‹S› a knowledge base constructed via τshapes (S). Furthermore, let I ∈
‹I›
) and
Modﬁn (K ‹S› ) be a finite model of K ‹S› . The RDF graph G‹I› = (VG‹I› , EG
‹I›
the assignment σ can then be constructed as follows:
1. The interpretations of all relations are interpreted as relations between graph
nodes in the RDF graph:
‹I›
.
∀p ∈ NP : (oI , o′I ) ∈ pI ⇒ (τnode (o), p, τnode (o′ )) ∈ EG
2. The interpretations of all concepts that are not shape names are triples
indicating an instance in the RDF graph:
‹I›
∀A ∈ NA : (oI ∈ AI ∧ A ̸∈ Names(S)) ⇒ (τnode (o), type, τnode (A)) ∈ EG
.
3. The interpretations of all concept names that are shape names are used to
construct the assignment
σ ‹I› : ∀A ∈ NA : (oI ∈ AI ∧ A ∈ Names(S)) ⇒ τnode (A) ∈ σ ‹I› (τnode (o)).
An assignment σ ‹I› constructed in this manner is faithful with respect to the
constructed RDF graph G‹I› and the set of shapes S.
Theorem 2. Let S be a set of shapes and K ‹S› be a knowledge base constructed
through τshapes (S). Furthermore, let I ∈ Modﬁn (K ‹S› ) be a finite model for K ‹S› .
The assignment σ ‹I› is faithful with respect to S and G‹I› .
Proof (Sketch). The two axioms that are generated by τshapes coincide with the
two conditions for faithful assignments (c. f. Definitions 2 and 9). This can be
shown by induction over the translation rules.
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3.3 Deciding Shape Containment using Concept Subsumption
Given the translation rules and semantic equivalence between finite models of a
description logic knowledge base and assignments for SHACL shapes, we can
leverage description logics for deciding shape containment. Assume a set of
shapes S containing definitions for two shapes s and s′ . Those shapes are represented by atomic concepts in the knowledge base K ‹S› . As the following theorem
proves, deciding whether the shape s is contained in the shape s′ is equivalent
to deciding concept subsumption between s and s′ in K ‹S› using finite model
reasoning.
Theorem 3 (Shape containment and concept subsumption). Let S be a
set of shapes and K ‹S› the knowledge base constructed via τshapes (S). Let |=ﬁn
indicate that an axiom is true in all finite models. It holds that:
s <:S s′ ⇔ K ‹S› |=ﬁn τname (s) ⊑ τname (s′ )
Proof (Sketch). Using Theorems 1 and 2, any counterexample for one side can
always be translated to a counterexample for the other side.
As an example, reconsider the translation of the set of shapes τshapes (S1 ) = K ‹S1 ›
(see Fig. 9). From K ‹S1 › follows that K ‹S1 › ̸|= CubistShape ⊑ PainterShape
as there is a finite model I1 ∈ Modﬁn (K ‹S1 › ) in which the concept expression
CubistShape ⊓ ¬PainterShape is satisfiable (see Fig. 10).
∆I1

styleI1

creatorI1

cubismI1

birthdateI1

CubistShapeI1

PainterShapeI1

(a) Model of K ‹S1 › showing that CubistShape ̸⊑ PainterShape.
cubism
σ1 (

)=∅

style
σ1 (

b2

creator

“...”

b1

) = {CubistShape}

σ1 (

birthdate b4

) = {PainterShape}

(b) Graph and assignment showing that CubistShape is not contained in PainterShape.

Fig. 10: Counterexamples for CubistShape <:S1 PainterShape.
An important observation is that it is possible to express arbitrary concept
subsumptions C ⊑ D despite the syntactic restrictions of τshapes .
Lemma 2. For any axiom C ⊑ D, one can define some (s, ϕ, q) ∈ S and
(s′ , ϕ′ , q ′ ) ∈ S such that τconstr (ϕ) = C and τconstr (ϕ′ ) = D and τshapes (S) |=
C ⊑ D.
Proof (Sketch). Given constraints ϕ and ϕ′ , it is possible to introduce unique
shape names sC and sD as well as an RDF class vC . Constraint ϕ is then extended
with vC , allowing shape sD to target vC .
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For shapes belonging to the language L, the corresponding description logic
is ALCOIQ(◦). To the best of our knowledge, finite satisfiability has not yet
been investigated for ALCOIQ(◦). Path concatenation can be restricted such
that the fragment of SHACL corresponds to the description logic SROIQ. The
fragment for which constraints map to syntactical elements of SROIQ, called
Lrestr , uses the following constraint grammar:
ϕrestr ::= ⊤ | s | v | ϕ1 restr ∧ ϕ2 restr | ¬ϕrestr | ∃ ρ.ϕrestr |⩾n p.ϕrestr
Finite satisfiability is known to be decidable for SROIQ [15] and all its sublogics
such as ALCOIQ which completely removes role concatenation.

4 Deciding Shape Containment using Standard
Entailment
While shape containment can be decided using finite model reasoning (c. f. Theorem 3), practical usability of our approach depends on whether existing reasoner
implementations can be leveraged. Implementations that are readily-available
rely on standard entailment which includes infinitely large models. We therefore
now focus on the soundness and completeness of our approach using the standard
entailment relation.
Using standard entailment, the description logic ALCOIQ(◦) which corresponds to the language L, satisfiability of concepts, and thus concept subsumption, is undecidable [14]. First-order logic is semi-decidable. As ALCOIQ(◦)
can be translated to first-order logic through a straightforward extension of the
translation rules for SROIQ [21], ALCOIQ(◦) is also semi-decidable. Therefore, a decision procedure can verify whether a formula is entailed in finite time,
but may not terminate for non-entailed formula. More restricted description logics such as SROIQ, which corresponds to Lrestr , are decidable, meaning that
an answer by the decision procedure is guaranteed in finite time. However, the
question arises whether the satisfiability of a concept implies the existence of a
finite model.
Definition 13 (Finite Model Property). A description logic has the finite
model property if every concept that is satisfiable with respect to a knowledge
base has a finite model [5].
If C is a concept expression that is satisfiable with respect to some knowledge
base K that belongs to a description logic having the finite model property, then
there must be a finite model of K that shows the satisfiability of C. Thus, finite
entailment and standard entailment are the same if a description logic has the
finite model property.
Proposition 1. The finite model property does not hold for the description
logic ALCOIQ [8] or more expressive description logics such as ALCOIQ(◦)
and SROIQ. If a concept expression C is satisfiable with respect to a knowledge
base K written in ALCOIQ or a more expressive description logic, then it may
be that there are only models with an infinitely large universe.
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Given Proposition 1, it may be that there are only models with an infinitely
large universe that show the satisfiability of a concept expression. There are three
different possibilities: (1) τname (s) ⊓ ¬τname (s′ ) is neither finitely nor infinitely
satisfiable, meaning that K ‹S› |= τname (s) ⊑ τname (s′ ). It follows that s <:S s′
is true, as there is no counterexample. (2) τname (s) ⊓ ¬τname (s′ ) is not finitely,
but only infinitely satisfiable. It follows that K ‹S› ̸|= τname (s) ⊑ τname (s′ ), but
s <:S s′ is true since the infinitely large model has no corresponding RDF graph.
(3) τname (s)⊓¬τname (s′ ) is both, finitely and infinitely, satisfiable. It follows that
K ‹S› ̸|= τname (s) ⊑ τname (s′ ) and indeed s <:S s′ is false since the finite model
can be translated into an RDF graph and a faithful assignment. Deciding shape
containment for the shape languages that are translatable into ALCOIQ(◦),
SROIQ or ALCOIQ is therefore sound, provided that the decision procedure
terminates.
Theorem 4. Let S be a set of shapes of the language Lrestr . It then holds that:
s <:S s′ ⇐ τshapes (S) |= τname (s) ⊑ τname (s′ )
Proof. For Lrestr , the corrseponding DL is SROIQ for which the finite model
property does not hold. If K ‹S› |= τname (s) ⊑ τname (s′ ), then there is neither a
finitely nor an infinitely large model in which τname (s) ⊓ ¬τname (s′ ) is satisfiable.
The shape s must therefore be contained in the shape s′ as there is no RDF
graph and assignment that acts as a counterexample.
However, the approach is incomplete as it may be that s <:S s′ but K ‹S› ̸|=
τname (s) ⊑ τname (s′ ) because due to an infinitely large model in which τname (s) ⊓
¬τname (s′ ) is satisfiable.
To restore the finite model property, inverse path expressions have to be
removed. That is, the set of SHACL shapes S must belong to the language
fragment Lnon-inv that uses the following grammar:
ϕnon-inv ::= ⊤ | v | s | ϕ1 non-inv ∧ ϕ2 non-inv | ¬ϕnon-inv |⩾n p.ϕnon-inv
q non-inv ::= ⊥ | {v1 , . . . , vn } | class v | subjectsOf p
As a result, the description logic that corresponds to Lnon-inv is ALCOQ.
Proposition 2. The description logic ALCOQ has the finite model property [18].
Subsequently, for SHACL shapes that belong to Lnon-inv shape containment
and concept subsumption in the knowledge base constructed from the set of
shapes are equivalent.
Theorem 5. Let S be a set of shapes belonging to Lnon-inv . Let K ‹S› be the
knowledge base constructed through τshapes (S). Then it holds that
s <:S s′ ⇔ K ‹S› |= τname (s) ⊑ τname (s′ )
Proof (Sketch). Due to ALCOQ having the finite model property, it is always
possible to construct counterexamples for either side (c. f. Theorem 3).
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In summary, using standard entailment our approach is sound and complete
for the fragment of SHACL not using path concatenation or inverse path expressions. If inverse path expressions are used, then the approach is still sound
although completeness is lost. Once arbitrary path concatenation is added, the
resulting DL becomes semi-decidable. While an answer is not guaranteed in finite
time, shape containment is still sound.

5 Related Work
Several constraint-based schema languages for RDF have been proposed before
SHACL. Among those are [3, 13]. To the best of our knowledge, containment
has not been investigated for those languages. Additionally, SPIN6 proposed
the usage of SPARQL queries as constraints. When queries are used to express
constraints, the containment problem for constraints is equivalent to query containment. ShEx [7] is a constraint language for RDF that is inspired by XML
schema languages. While SHACL and ShEx are similar approaches, the semantics of the latter is rooted in regular bag expressions. Validation of an RDF
graph with ShEx therefore constructs a single assignment whereas the SHACL
semantics used in this papers deals with multiple possible assignments. The
containment problem of ShEx shapes has been investigated in [22]. Due to the
specific definition of recursion in ShEx, any graph that conforms to the ShEx
shapes will also conform to an equivalent SHACL definition. However, not all
graphs that conform to SHACL shapes conform to equivalent ShEx shapes. It
may be that a shape is contained in another shape in ShEx, but not in SHACL
as there is a graph that can act as a counter-example for SHACL that does not
conform to the ShEx shapes.
Similar to dedicated constraint languages, there have been proposals for the
extension of description logics with constraints. While standard description logics adopts an open-world assumption not suited for data validation, extensions
inlcude special constraint axioms [23, 19], epistemic operators [12], and closed
predicates [20]. Constraints constitute T-Box axioms in these approaches, making constraint subsumption a routine problem.
Lastly, containment problems have been investigated for queries [16, 9]. The
query containment problem is slightly different as result sets of queries are typically sets of tuples whereas in SHACL we deal with conformance relative to
faithful assignments. Given an RDF graph and a set of shapes there may be
several, different faithful assignments. Operators available for SHACL are more
expressive than operators found in query languages for which subsumption has
been investigated. In particular, recursion is not part of most query languages.
There is a non-recursive subset of SHACL that is known to be expressible as
SPARQL queries [10]. When constraints are expressed as queries, containment
of SHACL shapes becomes equivalent to query containment. Recursive fragments
of SHACL, however, cannot be expressed as SPARQL queries.
6
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6 Summary
In this paper, we have presented an approach for deciding SHACL shape containment by translating the problem into a description logic subsumption problem.
Our translation allows for using efficient and well-known DL reasoning implementations when deciding shape containment. Thus, shape containment can be
used, for example, in query optimization.
We defined a syntactic translation of a set of shapes into a description logic
knowledge base. We then showed that finite models of this knowledge base and
faithful assignments of RDF graphs can be mapped onto each other. Using finite model reasoning, this provides a sound and complete decision procedure for
deciding SHACL shape containment, although the decidability of finite satisfiability in ALCOIQ(◦) is still an open issue. As part of future work, we plan to
adapt the proof used by [15], which comprises of a translation of SROIQ into
a fragment of first-order logic for which finite satisfiability is known. To ensure
practical applicability, we also investigated the soundness and completeness of
our approach using standard entailment. Our findings are as follows:
SHACL Fragment
L
Lrestr
Lnon-inv

DL
ALCOIQ(◦)
SROIQ
ALCOQ

Sound Complete
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes

Terminates
Not guaranteed
Yes
Yes

Our approach is sound and complete for the SHACL fragment Lnon-inv that
uses neither path concatenation nor inverse roles, as the finite model property
holds for the corresponding description logic ALCOQ. Thus, finite entailment
and standard entailment are the same for this description logic. The finite model
property is lost as soon as inverse roles are added. Using standard entailment,
our procedure is still sound for the fragment Lrestr which translates into SROIQ
knowledge bases, but is incomplete due to the possibility of a knowledge base
having only infinitely large models. Lastly, the SHACL fragment L translates into
ALCOIQ(◦) knowledge bases. Our approach is sound, but incomplete. However,
due to the semi-decidability of the description logic, it may be that the decision
procedure does not terminate.
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